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Abstract: Cloud provider Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) gives access to resources in the
form of virtual servers, also known as instances. EC2 spot instances (SIs) offer spare computational
capacity at steep discounts compared to reliable and fixed price on-demand instances. The drawback,
however, is that the delay in acquiring spots can be incredible high. Moreover, SIs may not always
be available as they can be reclaimed by EC2 at any given time, with a two-minute interruption
notice. In this paper, we propose a multi-workflow scheduling algorithm, allied with a container
migration-based mechanism, to dynamically construct and readjust virtual clusters on top of
non-reserved EC2 pricing model instances. Our solution leverages recent findings on performance
and behavior characteristics of EC2 spots. We conducted simulations by submitting real-life workflow
applications, constrained by user-defined deadline and budget quality of service (QoS) parameters.
The results indicate that our solution improves the rate of completed tasks by almost 20%, and the
rate of completed workflows by at least 30%, compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms, for a
worse-case scenario.

Keywords: cloud computing; amazon EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud); spot instances; reliability; scheduling;
workflow applications

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a resource provisioning and sharing paradigm, providing better use of
distributed resources, while offering dynamic, flexible infrastructures and QoS. Main advantages to
users include easy access to resources from anywhere and at anytime. As cloud computing follows a
utility model of consumption, users consume computing power based on their expected needs and are
charged for what they use [1,2]. The cloud computing paradigm exploits virtualization to provision
computational resources in the form of virtual machine (VM) instances [3]. Computational capacity
in the cloud, such as the service provided by Amazon EC2, has been progressively adopted to run a
wide range of applications encompassing various domains, including science, engineering, consumer,
and business [4–8]. Many of these applications are commonly modeled as workflows. Typically,
a workflow is described by a graph that consists of a set of nodes (or vertices) and a set of edges,
where nodes represent computational tasks or data transfers, and edges represent control and data
dependencies [9]. In particular, many of workflow applications fall into the category of directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs) [10], where the edges represent the temporal relations between the tasks. The use
of cloud computing to execute workflow applications is advantageous because users do not have to
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concern themselves with managing and maintaining their own hardware and software infrastructure,
or with service placement and availability issues.

Amazon EC2, a pioneer in cloud services and one of the world’s largest players in cloud
computing, provides a wide selection of instance types, comprising diverse combinations of CPU,
memory, storage, and networking capacity, and four ways to pay for those computing instances,
namely: (1) on-demand; (2) spot instances (SIs); (3) reserved instances; saving plans; and (4) dedicated
hosts (the most expensive option) which grant users with EC2 instance capacity on dedicated physical
servers [11–13]. Saving plans use a flexible pricing model that offers low prices on EC2 in exchange
for commitments to a consistent amount of usage for a 1 or 3 year term. Reserved instances imply
the payment of a yearly fee (of hundreds to thousands of dollars) and buy users the ability to launch
reserved instances whenever they want to and receive a significant discount for the resource renting,
which decreases the average monetary cost. This option is attractive when utilization can be planned
in advance, leading to the low resource utilization rate otherwise. On the other hand, on-demand
instances allow users to pay for computational capacity by the hour or second (minimum of 60 s) with
no long-term commitments, but the hourly fee is a bit higher. In order to improve Amazon EC2 data
center’s utilization, SIs allow users to bid for idle resource capacity for up to 90% of the on-demand
price. Users can launch SIs in two different forms: fleet (the default form) or block. In either case,
users simply submit a SI request and specify the amount of resources they need, along with the
maximum price per hour that they are willing to pay. When SIs are rented as a block, users must
further specify the number of hours they want their instances to run, which can range from one
to six hours. Their price is based on the requested duration and is typically 30% to 45% less than
on-demand instances (i.e., spot blocks and SIs are priced separately). Despite SIs corresponding to
the cheapest purchasing model, two relevant trade-offs need to be considered: (1) they provide no
guarantee regarding both launch and termination-time; and (2) in the event of lack of EC2 resources
for on-demand or reserved instances, SIs rented in the form of a fleet will be reclaimed with a two
minutes of a notification. This second trade-off does not affect the availability of spot blocks, since they
run for the specified number of hours (1–6 h). Recent observations based on experimental studies for
EC2 SIs [14] show that less than 76% of spot requests can be fulfilled, and as for these fulfilled requests,
only about 81% of spot requests have been fulfilled within 4 s, for a worse-case scenario.

Scheduling workflow applications on clouds has the potential to immensely reduce monetary
cost and time (e.g., two of the most relevant user concerns nowadays). Workflow scheduling is a
well-known NP-complete problem [15] and refers to the process of spatial and temporal mapping
of workflow tasks onto resources in order to satisfy some or multiple performance criteria. In the
specific case of Amazon EC2, the scheduling of workflow tasks onto SIs to further reduce the monetary
costs needs to be addressed carefully because of their unreliable behavior. Furthermore, since complex
applications such as workflows may consist of thousands of tasks, unreliable resources hinder the
execution progress of the tasks. This paper considers the problem of scheduling scientific workflows
using on-demand, spot block, and SIs options under budget and deadline constraints. Schedules of
workflow tasks on SIs may result in significant monetary cost reduction, although at the expense of
computational availability. This challenge emphasizes the need for an effective budget and deadline
constraint workflow scheduling strategy that is able to mitigate resource failures, caused by the
unreliable nature of SIs and the uncertainty of spot request fulfillment, and satisfy user requests
regarding to monetary cost and time. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to leverage
container [16] migration to deal with the specific case of EC2 SI interruption and delay in acquiring SIs
to provide reliable computing environments to end users.

To summarize, the major contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. A review of multi-criterion scheduling algorithms for EC2 resource provisioning that considers
the diversity of instance types and pricing models;

2. The development of a best-effort multi-workflow deadline and budget-constrained scheduling
algorithm to execute scientific workflows on Amazon EC2 infrastructures;
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3. The development of a dynamic scheduling strategy to provide reliable virtual computing
environments on top of Amazon EC2 on-demand, spot block, and unreliable SIs, which reactively
detects reclaimed SIs and unfulfilled spot requests, and to perform resource reconfiguration to
maintain required QoS in terms of deadline and budget;

4. An extensive evaluation of the dynamic strategy and the scheduling algorithm with applications
that follow real-life scientific workflow characteristics constrained by user-defined deadline and
budget QoS parameters, and with SIs behaving and performing accordingly to the results of
recent experimental evaluations of Amazon EC2 SIs.

The scheduling algorithm proposed in this paper is an improved version of our previous work [17].
Additionally, we introduce an extended evaluation using an additional state-of-the-art scheduling
algorithm and further detailed results are provided. The migration time of containers was extended
to reflect a more realistic scenario. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 introduces a proposal overview, by characterizing the system, workflow
applications, scheduling algorithm, and feasibility of using container migration. Section 4 presents the
test scenario by describing the simulator configuration parameters, the workloads, the algorithms used
for comparison, the SI interruptions, and the performance metrics. Section 5 discusses the obtained
results. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Scientific applications and experiments are usually composed of a certain number of tasks,
with various computational and data needs. Such experiments were initially addressed with dedicated
high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructures, and new capabilities (e.g., selection of most
appropriate set of machines meeting the applications requirements) have been lately introduced
with grid computing [18]. In turn, clouds offer many technical and economic advantages over other
distributed computing models. By using cloud-based services, scientists have easy access to large
distributed infrastructures, with the ability to scale up and down the computing resources according
to the application’s needs, available in a pay-as-you-go manner. From the scientists point of view,
cloud computing provides many resources they need, when they need them, and for as long as
they need them. In this regard, commercial clouds such as Amazon EC2 have been the target of
relevant research over the last few years towards the execution of scientific applications. Much of
the research conducted has focused particularly on developing effective fault-tolerant and robust
workflow scheduling algorithms that use spot and on-demand resources to schedule workflow tasks
in an effort to minimize the execution cost of the workflow and at the same time satisfy the deadline
constraint. This is the case of Deepak et al. [13], who have proposed an adaptive, just-in-time scheduling
algorithm for scientific workflows. The presented scheduling algorithm, essential critical path task
replication (ECPTR), uses both spot and on-demand instances and consolidates resources to further
minimize execution time and monetary cost. Fault tolerance regarding eventual SI interruption is
achieved by means of replication of tasks. Based on extensive simulations, the authors have shown
the effectiveness and robustness of proposed heuristics in scheduling scientific workflow tasks with
minimal makespan and monetary cost. Replication of tasks is a fault tolerance technique based
on redundancy, but previous studies [19] have shown that it increases monetary costs due to the
additional consumption of resources. Long et al. [12] have addressed related problems, namely:
(1) SIs’ unreliability caused by the fluctuations of the bidding prices (i.e., a SI may be terminated
at any time when the bidding price is lower than the spot price); and (2) the appropriate number
of spot and on-demand resources in terms of users’ requirements. Aiming at minimizing the total
renting cost under deadline constraints, the authors propose to construct schedules for workflows
with both non-preemptive and preemptive tasks on spot block and on-demand instances. The idle
time three step block-based algorithm (ITB) determines the block time for SIs and improves the
task-to-instance mapping. Based on sets of experiments, the authors demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm in reducing monetary cost on average, compared to scheduling strategies
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with only on-demand instances. Unfortunately, Amazon EC2 spot block instances represent a more
expensive alternative than SIs, which gives us room to exploit SIs rented in the form of a fleet in order to
decrease monetary costs with tasks execution. Additionally, today’s SIs’ unreliability is caused mainly
by scarcity of EC2 resources, since spot prices tend to be relatively stable now. Zhou et al. [20] have
developed a probabilistic framework named Dyna for the scheduling of scientific workflows aimed at
minimizing the monetary cost while satisfying their probabilistic deadline guarantees. The authors also
presented a hybrid instance configuration refinement mechanism of spot and on-demand instances for
price dynamics. The Dyna framework was deployed on Amazon EC2 and experiments were carried out.
The authors concluded that their solution is able to achieve lower monetary cost than the state-of-the-art
approaches while accurately meeting users’ probabilistic requirements. Nonetheless, the solution
lacks SI unreliability due to EC2 resource scarcity events which cause premature termination of
running tasks. In an effort to efficiently utilize both spot and on-demand resources, Lee and Irwin [21]
have proposed SpotCheck, a derivative cloud computing platform to transparently manage the risks
associated with using spot servers for users. The objective is to intelligently use a mix of spot and
on-demand servers to provide high availability guarantees that approach those of on-demand servers
at a low cost that is near that of spot servers. The mechanisms used are nested VMs with live
bounded-time migration to eliminate the risk of losing VM state. The authors claim that SpotCheck
is able to achieve a cost that is nearly five times less than that of the equivalent on-demand servers,
with nearly five times the availability, and little performance degradation. Since nested VMs introduce
a higher performance overhead than containers do [22,23], in a later project called HotSpot, Shastri
and Irwin [24] proposed using containers inside EC2 instances to deal with revocation risk as spot
prices change. An evaluation of the prototype, using job traces from a production Google cluster
allocated to on-demand and spot VMs (with and without fault-tolerance) in EC2, showed that the
strategy was able to lower costs and reduce the revocation risk without degrading performance.
Unfortunately, both works did not consider user-defined budget and deadline constraints to execute
applications. Moreover, only on-demand and SIs were taken into account, and the eventual high
delay in acquiring SIs was omitted. Several other techniques encompassing task migration [25,26],
duplication [26], and checkpointing [25,27,28] have been proposed. Mishra et al. [29] have published
an article extensively surveying on improving the fault tolerance level of spot instances in Amazon
EC2. Much of the research was devoted to tolerating the out-of-bid events, neglecting the problems
of delay and failure in acquiring spot instances. Furthermore, in early 2018 Amazon EC2 changed
the spot pricing algorithm, and since then spot instances have given predictable prices that adjust
slowly over days and weeks, depending less on bidding strategies, which makes their acquisition
more uncertain. Regarding the checkpoint-restart mechanism, it is worth noting that it introduces a
significant performance overhead in terms of the task execution time.

Further research addressed the problem of workflow scheduling on heterogeneous instances
(i.e., not necessarily focusing on Amazon EC2 cloud computing, but on distributed systems in general),
in which workflows had individual deadlines and budgets, which are two conflicting QoS parameters.
Such was the case in the multi-workflow deadline-budget scheduling (MW-DBS) algorithm proposed
by Arabnejad and Barbosa [30]. The objective of the proposal is to schedule multiple workflows that
can arrive in the system at any time and satisfy individual workflow requirements in terms of monetary
costs and deadline. The purpose of MW-DBS is not to perform optimization but to guarantee that the
deadline and budget defined for each job are not exceeded. MW-DBS algorithm works in two phases,
namely, task selection and processor/instance selection. In the first phase, a priority is assigned to each
task, based on its critical path. The critical path in a workflow application is defined as the longest
execution path from the start activity to the end activity [31]. From each workflow application, a single
ready-to-execute task with the highest priority is selected and added into a ready-to-execute pool of
tasks. To determine which task should be selected for scheduling among the ready-to-execute pool of
tasks, a priority is assigned to each task, which is inverse to its deadline and proportional to the ratio of
the number of scheduled tasks to the total number of tasks in the workflow application. The task with
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the highest priority is selected for scheduling. In the second phase, the algorithm selects a processor
to run the task, based on the combination of the two QoS factors, time and cost, in order to obtain
the best balance between time and cost minimum values. Additionally, Chen et al. [32] suggested a
scheduling algorithm to allocate tasks from different workflows. The algorithm adequately exploits
the idle time slots on resources to improve the cost and resource efficiency, while guaranteeing the
deadlines of workflows. For each task of each workflow, the latest start and finish times are calculated
to determine when each task must be executed in order to guarantee workflows finish before their
deadlines. The task with the smaller latest start time is allocated first to a VM.

Unlike the above work, we propose constructing reliable computational environments on top of
on-demand, spot block, and unreliable SIs, to execute scientific workflows and respect their budget
and deadline constraints.

3. Reliable Computing Environments

This section provides a formal description of the proposal to build migration-based reliable virtual
compute environments on top of on-demand, spot block, and unreliable SIs.

3.1. System Overview

We assume a typical cloud service provider, Amazon EC2, where a set of resources is available
to users via VM instances that may be provisioned and charged per time unit. Typically, the price is
defined in such a way that VM instances with the most powerful processors have the highest cost and
those with least powerful processors are cheaper. VM instances are charged according to one of the
following models: on-demand, spot block, and SIs. The last option represents the cheapest alternative,
although the instance can be interrupted with two minutes of warning, causing the early termination
of the running task.

Figure 1 shows the proposed system for building reliable virtual cluster execution environments.
In this scenario, users submit their workflows to the cloud service provider (CSP) and specify the
budget limit and deadline based on the workflow’s longest task. The CSP reserves the necessary
resources, in the form of VM instances, from the cloud infrastructure to execute workflow applications
with budget and deadline constraints. Instances differ in type (t2.small, etc.) and pricing model
(e.g., on-demand, spot block, and spot instances). Workflow deadlines become activated right
after submission. The CSP implements four main modules: (a) scheduler module; (b) payment
model selector module; (c) container controller module; and (d) interrupt event handler module.
The scheduler module has no knowledge of when workflow applications arrive. It decomposes
users’ workflow applications into a set of tasks and runs the resource allocation algorithm that creates
task-to-instance mappings. This module interacts with all the other three, receiving monitoring
information and managing the virtual cluster execution environments. The payment model selector
gives instructions on behalf of scheduler about the instance model to choose to execute a specific task.
It is the responsibility of the container controller module to launch and manage containers on top of
VM instances over which tasks will execute. A container has full access to its VM resources. The set of
containers will form the user’s virtual cluster executing environment. The interrupt event handler
module is in charge of monitoring spot interruption events and of informing the scheduler module to
find another instance to which the container executing the task will be migrated. It is also the interrupt
event handler module’s duty to monitor the spot request fulfillments. The objective is to mitigate
the unreliable nature of SIs, and control spot request fulfillments. A container encapsulates the task
execution environment and is the unit of migration in the system. Each container runs a single task
and can be multiplexed among various tasks over time as one task finishes executing and another one
is ready to start.
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Figure 1. Cloud workflow scheduling onto reliable computing environments.

3.2. Achieving Computational Reliability

This paper proposes containers in Linux to construct reliable virtual computing environments.
Container-based virtualization implements isolation of processes at the operating system level,
thereby avoiding the overhead typically imposed by hypervisor-based virtualization [16,33,34].
Each container has its own process and network space. Linux containers are implemented primarily
via cgroups and namespaces in recent Linux kernels. While the cgroups mechanism allows resource
manipulation (e.g., limits and priorities) for groups of processes, namespaces provides a private,
restricted view towards certain system resources within a container (i.e., a form of sandboxing) [35].
Several container-based solutions exist nowadays, such as LXC [36], Docker [16], OpenVZ, and CoreOs
Rocket [34]. As containers on a host share the underlying operating system kernel, container migration
is much more lightweight than a VM migration. Previous works have shown the effectiveness of
said tiering approach (i.e., running containers within VM instances) in terms of performance [37],
and as a first solution with which to implement fault-tolerance mechanism to run the applications
on spot VMs [24]. Moreover, in [38–40] it is shown that migration of containers running various real
applications is accomplished within a few tens of seconds at most. These results are confirmed by
Shastri and Irwin in their work on handling VMs spot price fluctuations on EC2 [24]. More specifically,
authors refer to the following key aspects regarding migration of containers: (1) the time to transfer a
container’s memory state and restore it as a function of its memory footprint; (2) memory-to-memory
stop-and-copy transfers (i.e., copies the source container’s memory state to the memory of the
destination container without saving it to stable storage) are near linear in the amount of data
transferred; (3) memory-to-memory transfer enables migrations of up to 32 GB in ∼30 s using EC2’s
10 Gbps interfaces; (4) the time needed to transfer the container’s disk and network is∼28 s, in average.
In turn, a couple of seconds is sufficient to deploy and boot up a container, which remains essentially
constant with respect to the image size [41]. Since the application downtime is a function of the
time to disconnect and reconnect the container’s disk and network interfaces, and physically transfer
the container’s memory state, the average time to migrate a container ranges from 30 to 90 s [24],
depending on the size of the memory state. Therefore, the time needed to complete the migration of a
container is much less than the two-minute SI interruption notice.

3.3. Workflow Application Model

The solution proposed in this work focuses on building reliable virtual cluster computing
environments to execute scientific workflows that can be modeled as DAGs. A DAG is a directed
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graph with no cycles wherein the nodes in the graph represent the computational tasks and the edges
represent the temporal relations between the tasks. A DAG can be modeled by a tuple G =< T, E >,
where T is the set of n tasks of the workflow application, such that T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}. The set of edges
E represent the data dependencies among tasks, where each dependency indicates that a child task
cannot be executed before all its parent tasks finish successfully and transfer the required child input
data. It is assumed that all workflow data are stored in a shared cloud storage system (e.g., Amazon S3),
and the intermediate data transfer times are known or can be estimated. It is also assumed that data
transfer times between the shared storage and the containers are equal for different containers so that
task placement decisions do not impact the runtimes of the tasks. The runtime estimates and the CPU
computational needs for the workflow tasks are known. Due to heterogeneity of available VM instance
types, each task may have a different execution time on each container. Only workflows for which all
tasks are completed on time and on budget are considered complete.

ranku(ti, j) = ET(ti) + max
∀ts∈succ(ti)

(
ci,s + ranku(ts, j)

)
(1)

3.4. Scheduling Algorithm

To elaborate task-to-instance mappings, this work proposes MISER, a dynamic best-effort
multi-workflow deadline and budget-constrained scheduling algorithm. It considers simultaneously
budget and deadline constraints defined by users for concurrent workflow scheduling in heterogeneous
computing systems. Algorithm 1 shows the details of MISER. The algorithm works in two main phases,
namely, the task selection phase and VM instance selection phase. In the first phase (lines 2, 3, and 4),
a priority, ranku, is assigned to each task in a ready list, ReadyList. This ready list contains all the tasks
whose state matches one of the following conditions: (1) a task is not running and is ready to start
executing; (2) a task is running on a reclaimed SI; or (3) a task is waiting for an instance whose request
was not fulfilled. The priority assigned to a task ti, belonging to workflow j, is based on its critical
path, as specified by Equation (1), where ET(ti) is the average execution time of the task on available
instance types offered by the cloud provider (e.g., t2.small, t2.medium, t2.xlarge, t2.2xlarge for Amazon
EC2) with different performances and prices; ci,s is the average communication time between tasks ti
and its successor ts which is determined based on the average network bandwidth and latency among
instance pairs.

Then, a round-robin-based strategy is applied to the ready list to select a single task with the
highest priority from each workflow (lines 7, 8, and 9). For a scheduling round, the round-robin loop
ends when there are no more free resources to schedule tasks or the ready list is empty (i.e., all the tasks
are finally scheduled). This procedure intends to avoids a high number of ready tasks causing some
workflow applications to not participate in the current scheduling round. In phase two, MISER chooses
the VM instance pricing model (e.g., on-demand, spot block, and unreliable SI) and type (t2.small, etc.)
that better balance deadline and monetary cost QoS parameters, and provide higher reliability (lines 10,
11, and 12). Three policies apply to instance pricing model selection according to the scheduling reason:
(a) a new task ti can be scheduled to any instance model; (b) a task forced to migrate due to SI reliability
issues can be scheduled to any already running instance or to a new on-demand instance; and (c) a task
waiting for spot request fulfillment can be re-rescheduled to an on-demand instance. The rationale
behind instance selection of policies (b) and (c) is that no-capacity is the main reason for interruption
of SIs and it has a higher impact on the fulfillment rate [14]. The instance type influences only the
execution time and monetary cost. Only instances that comply with budget and deadline constraints
will integrate the final set of VM candidates, VMaccept. The budget constraint is implemented by cost
policy CP(ti, j) as defined by Equation (2), and is determined based on two factors: (a) Costmin(ti, j),
the minimum execution cost of task ti, belonging to workflow j, among available instance candidates;
and (b) ∆Cost(j), the spare budget which is determined as the difference between remaining budget at
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a scheduling round, and the cheapest monetary cost assignment for unscheduled tasks belonging to
workflow j.

Algorithm 1 MISER scheduling algorithm.

1: procedure MISER (ReadyList)
2: for ti,j ∈ ReadyList do
3: ranku(ti, j) . A priority is assigned to each task based on Equation (1)
4: end for
5: VM f ree ← free resources
6: c← 0 . c is necessary for round-robin strategy in line 8
7: while ReadyList.size > 0 & VM f ree > 0 do
8: j← next workflow MOD c++ . Round-robin to select the next workflow
9: ti ← task of workflow j with highest ranku . Gets task with highest priority

10: VMaccept ← instance model policy ∩ VM f ree . Choose instances assuring sched. policy
11: VMaccept ← CP ∩ VMaccept . Instances must follow cost policy in Equation (2)
12: VMaccept ← DP ∩ VMaccept . Instances must follow deadline policy in Equation (3)
13: for VMk ∈ VMaccept do
14: find quality measure Q(ti, VMk) . For each instance determine Q in Equation (7)
15: end for
16: VMsel ← instance VMk with highest Q
17: assign task ti to VMsel
18: update ∆Cost(j)
19: VM f ree ← VM f ree −VMsel
20: remove task ti from ReadyList
21: end while
22: end procedure

CP(ti, j) = Costmin(ti, j) + ∆Cost(j) (2)

In turn, the deadline constraint is implemented by deadline policy DP(ti, j). Based on the workflow
application deadline, DP(ti, j) assigns a sub-deadline to task ti, which is computed recursively by
traversing the task graph upwards, starting from the exit task. Equation (3) shows that the sub-deadline
depends on the ETmin(ts), the minimum execution time of task ts, the successor of ti, among available
instances. DP(ts, j) is the sub-deadline of ts, ci,s is the average communication time between tasks ti
and its successor ts, and MTmax(ti) is the maximum migration time for ti among available instances.
The Bernoulli parameter Θ(ti) ensures migration time accounting for whether SIs are allowed by
the system scheduling policy. The workflow application deadline defines the sub-deadline of the
exit task. The rationale behind the minimum execution time relates to the possibility of reducing
execution costs, since expanding the sub-deadline assigned to task ti allows the scheduler to exploit
idle slots between two already scheduled tasks on a VM instance, as long as precedence constraints are
preserved. Actually, this is the policy applied by the well known HEFT scheduling algorithm [42].

DP(ti, j) = min
∀ts∈succ(ti)

(
DP(ts, j)− ci,s − ETmin(ts)

)
−MTmax(ti)×Θ(ti),

Θ(ti) =

{
1, if ti can be scheduled on SIs

0, otherwise

(3)

The next step consists of selecting VMsel , that is, the best VM instance to run ti from the set of acceptable
VM candidates VMaccept (lines 13, 14, and 15). Three relative quantities are defined, namely, time
quality TQ, monetary cost quality CQ, and reliability quality RQ for task ti on each acceptable instance
VMk ∈ VMaccept. Equations (4)–(6) define TQ, CQ, and RQ, respectively. In order to make the value of
each relative quantity fall into the [0, 1] interval, TQ, CQ are normalized. Since RQ is calculated as the
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difference between the unity and a cumulative distribution function, the result naturally falls within
[0, 1] interval.

TQ(ti, j, VMk) = 1− FT(ti, j, VMk)− FTmin(ti, j)
FTmax(ti, j)− FTmin(ti, j)

(4)

where FT(ti, j, VMk) represents the finish time for task ti running on VMk instance, and FTmax(ti, j)
and FTmin(ti, j) are the maximum and minimum execution times determined among all available
instance types and pricing models, respectively. TQ reaches the unity for a VM instance providing the
minimum execution time.

CQ(ti, j, VMk) = 1− Cost(ti, j, VMk)− Costmin(ti, j)
Costmax(ti, j)− Costmin(ti, j)

(5)

where Cost(ti, j, VMk) is the monetary cost of executing task ti on VMk instance, and Costmax(ti, j)
and Costmin(ti, j) are the maximum and minimum monetary costs determined among all available
instance types and pricing models, respectively. CQ reaches unity for the cheapest VM instance.
Instance pricing models present different reliability. While on-demand instances remain active until
they are terminated by the client, spot block instances will not be terminated within a specified duration
of 1–6 h. On the contrary, SIs can be reclaimed by EC2 at any time. Reliability quality equals the unity
for on-demand and spot block instances. For SIs, reliability quality is probabilistically determined
based on the cumulative distribution function. Equation (6) shows the reliability quality RQ(ti, j, VMk)

for an instance VMk, where χ(ti, j, VMk) is: (a) zero for on-demand or spot block instances, or (b) the
cumulative distribution function CDFlogn (µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation). CDFlogn tends
to the unity as FT(ti, j, VMk) distantiates from SI requesting time. The rationale is to favor selection of
fresh SIs over long-running ones, in order to probabilistically avoid failure and to balance monetary
cost and reliability since SIs are cheaper yet less reliable. In this work, we used the log-normal
probability distribution because the curve fitted well with the data provided by recent studies on
performance and behavior characterization of Amazon EC2 SIs [14]. In a real usage scenario, µ and σ

can be adjusted online based on historical data.

RQ(ti, j, VMk) = 1− χ(ti, j, VMk),

where χ(ti, j, VMk) =

{
CDFlogn(FT(ti, j, VMk), µ, σ), if VMk is SI

0, otherwise

(6)

The multi-objective utility function Q, defined by Equation (7), combines the three objectives TQ,
CQ, and RQ. By definition, utility functions not only smoothly express the degree of preference
under different values for each objective, but also normalize the ranges of all the objectives into the
same interval [0, 1]. Therefore, Q is used to obtain the best balance between time, monetary cost,
and reliability.

Q(ti, j, VMk) = TQ(ti, j, VMk) + CQ(ti, j, VMk) + RQ(ti, j, VMk) (7)

The algorithm selects the instance model and type VMsel that provides the highest quality measure Q
to run task ti (lines 13, 14, and 15).

MISER is combined with a monitoring mechanism that is responsible for checking the waiting time
to fulfill spot requests (i.e., characteristic that affects spot block and SIs), and for handling notification
events regarding SI interruptions. As stated by Algorithm 2, MISER algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1) will
be invoked in a new scheduling iteration when an event occurs. The events that may occur are: (a) there
are ready-to-execute tasks (lines 4, 5, and 6); (b) an interruption notification event is received from EC2
(lines 7, 8, and 9); (c) Equation (8) is satisfied, i.e., the spot request is waiting for fulfillment and the
difference between the task sub-deadline DP(ti, j) and the finish time FTγ1(ti, j, VMsel) updated at
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instant γ1 becomes smaller than the difference between updated FTγ1(ti, j, VMsel) and the expected
finish time FTγ0(ti, j, VMsel) (i.e., the time the task would finish if the spot request at instant γ0 had
been fulfilled immediately) plus the monitoring window size w (lines 10, 11 and 12).

Algorithm 2 Cloud manager.

1: procedure RESOURCEMANAGER
2: event ← NULL
3: while true do
4: if event = ready to execute then
5: MISER(tasks ready to execute)
6: end if
7: if event = ec2 interruption then
8: MISER(tasks running on reclaimed SIs)
9: end if

10: if event = request delay threshold then . Equation (8)
11: MISER(tasks waiting for instance)
12: end if
13: event ← wait for event
14: end while
15: end procedure

DP(ti, j)− FTγ1(ti, j, VMsel) < FTγ1(ti, j, VMsel)− FTγ0(ti, j, VMsel) + w (8)

This last item handles the case in which a spot request is not fulfilled. The objective is to ensure that
a task previously allocated to a new spot instance and whose request has not been fulfilled can be
re-scheduled and executed by its deadline. The monitoring system verifies spot requests’ fulfillment
with a w = 10 s monitoring window size. Then, the algorithm waits for an event in line 13.

4. Evaluation Scenario

This section describes the evaluation scenario, regarding workflows and spot instances’
interruption characteristics, scheduling algorithms tested, and metrics.

4.1. Workloads Description

The Pegasus project made available a set of realistic workflows from diverse scientific applications.
These workflows are available in DAG in XML (DAX) format, under different sizes (i.e., number
of tasks). A DAX file characterizes in detail the structure, data, and computational requirements
for a specific workflow. In this study, we used real data by leveraging the Montage, CyberShake,
and Ligo [43] workflows from the Pegasus project. As realistic workflows, the Montage, CyberShake,
and Ligo applications have been used in current research [30,44–46]. The memory used by a task was
randomly assigned to {1, 2, 4, 8} GB. Taking into account the results reported with great detail in [24],
which considered the latency associated with migration operations within Amazon EC2 (e.g., time
to disconnect and reconnect the container’s disk and network interfaces, and to physically transfer
the container’s memory state) and the time needed to accomplish the direct memory-to-memory
network transfer of containers memory state (near linear in the amount of data transferred), we defined
the respective migration time as follows: {1 GB => 60 s, 2 GB => 61 s, 4 GB => 62 s, 8 GB => 65 s}.
Migration of instances within the same physical server is assumed to finish in a few seconds. Based
on this, we generated a total of 190 workflow applications, randomly submitted by 25 different
users. Users arrived to the system at random time instants, ranging in {10, 30, 50}% of the minimum
execution time of last submitted workflow application. The same applied for submissions of workflow
applications once the user arrives to the system.
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4.2. SI Interruption Description

In a recent study, Pham et al. [14] conducted a comprehensive experimental evaluation of Amazon
EC2 SIs to characterize their performance and behavior in three different regions (each in a different
continent): Frankfurt (F), North Virginia (NV), and São Paulo (SP). A broad study of 3840 EC2 spot
requests based on a model for the life cycle of a SI resulted in a variety of findings. These findings
revealed spot request fulfillment rates of 99.2%, 75.0%, and 99.8%, in F, SP, and NV respectively.
Regarding the waiting time of fulfilled spot requests, the study showed that 90.5%, 80.1%, and 89.5%
of spot requests were fulfilled within four seconds in F, SP, and NV respectively. In most other cases,
users had to wait for more than 60 s. Additionally, F fulfilled 100% spot requests in less than 1.38 h,
whereas NV required 3.96 h to fulfill all spot requests. In turn, SP had the highest rate of long waiting
times (more than 60 s). Once an SI is provisioned and deployed, it can be interrupted by EC2 after
no-capacity (revocations have not been directly correlated with spot prices since early 2018, when EC2
changed how the price is set such that it now only reflects long-term changes in supply/demand and
not the current price). Characterizing SI interruptions, authors reported that F and NV had similar
interruption rates of approximately 12.5%, while SP resulted in 34.0% interruptions. Regarding the
running time of deployed SIs with interruption, half of all interrupted SIs ran at least three hours
in F, less than two hours in NV, and less than 1.5 h in SP. Additional examination concerning how
long SIs run until interruption indicates that 93.5% and 91.3% of SIs run at least 30 min in F and NV,
respectively. In SP, 95.2% of SIs run at least the first 20 min. Based on these findings, we generated a
set of reliability periods which were then assigned to SIs launched by the CSP. We also generated a set
of waiting times for fulfilled spot requests. In generation of the two sets, we considered the region
with the worst performance and behavior (i.e., SP) to deeply test the effectiveness of our solution.

4.3. Specification of Instances

The underlying VM instances to allocate the containers which in turn will process the tasks are
described in Tables 1 and 2. The t2 product family is a low-cost, general purpose instance type that
provides a baseline level of CPU performance with the ability to burst above the baseline based on a
credit refill system. According to Amazon EC2 documentation [47], a CPU credit is equal to one vCPU
running at 100% CPU utilization for one minute. What happens is that t2 instances accrue CPU credits
when they are idle, and consume CPU credits when they are active. As a result, an instance consuming
more CPU than its baseline performance level might run out of the CPU credit balance and therefore be
limited in the amount of CPU it can use. To overcome this limitation, Amazon EC2 allows t2 instances
to sustain high CPU performance for as long as a workload needs it at a flat additional fee of five cents
per vCPU-hour. The policy applies to the entire t2 product family, regardless of the instance type and
pricing model. The price for each instance was taken from Amazon EC2 instance pricing website at the
time of writing this paper (i.e., May 2020). If a spot instance is interrupted in the first instance hour the
user is not charged for that usage. If the spot instance is interrupted in any subsequent hour, the user is
charged for usage to the nearest second. However, if spot interruption is triggered by user then he/she
is charged to the nearest second. The price of a spot block instance depends on the specified duration.
Thus, the prices for spot blocks for 2, 3, 4, and 5 h were defined by extrapolating the known prices for 1
and 6 h. A spot block instance is terminated automatically at the end of the time block. It should be
noted that unlike spot blocks and unreliable SIs, for which provision can take from a few seconds to
tens of minutes to conclude, on-demand instances are provisioned almost immediately.
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Table 1. On-demand (O) and spot instance (S) characterization price per hour.

VM Instance O (USD/hour) S (USD/hour)

t2.small 0.0230 0.0069
t2.medium 0.0464 0.0139

t2.xlarge 0.1856 0.0557
t2.2xlarge 0.3712 0.1114

Table 2. Spot block instance (B) characterization price per block duration.

VM Instance B 1 h (USD/hour) B 6 h (USD/hour)

t2.small 0.0130 0.0160
t2.medium 0.0260 0.0320

t2.xlarge 0.1020 0.1300
t2.2xlarge 0.2040 0.2600

4.4. Algorithms Considered for Comparison

We implemented two other algorithms to compare their performances with that of our algorithm,
namely, ECPTR [13] and MW-DBS [30]. ECPTR heuristic schedules tasks onto free slots. If no free
slots are found, then a running instance that accomplishes the task deadline is selected. When neither
free slots nor running instances are found, the heuristic launches a new instance. The instance model
(i.e., on-demand versus SI) is selected based on slack time. If there is no slack time, the algorithm opts by
on-demand instances, choosing SIs otherwise. As stated by its authors, the algorithm selects an instance
whose price to performance ratio is the lowest. A tasks is replicated (i.e., it uses additional resources)
to provide fault tolerance when the deadline is short (i.e., there is no slack time). The allocation of
resources to a task replica is similar to the allocation scenarios presented before for original task.
The priority in task scheduling is based on their critical path. In turn, MW-DBS, a multi-workflow
deadline and budget-constrained state-of-the-art scheduling algorithm works in two phases, namely,
task selection and processor/instance selection. In the task selection phase, a ready task from each
workflow is selected and a priority based on individual deadline is assigned. In the processor/instance
selection phase, a suitable resource/instance to execute the current task that satisfies budget and
deadline constraints of the workflow to which the task belongs is determined. The algorithm tries
to obtain the best balance between time and monetary cost minimum values. Since MW-DBS was
built to work with reliable instances, its implementation was changed to be able to schedule tasks in
on-demand, spot block, and spot instances.

4.5. Performance Metrics

In order to analyze the proposed solution, we defined four metrics to score the performance of the
scheduling algorithm and container-based migration strategy to build reliable virtual cluster execution
environments. The first metric is shown by Equation (9) and denotes the task efficiency ET , which is
computed as the ratio of the number of successfully finished tasks TF to the total number of tasks
submitted TS.

ET =
TF
TS

, (9)

The second metric, workflow efficiency EW , is presented in Equation (10). It is determined as the ratio
of successfully completed workflows WF to the number of submitted workflows WS.

EW =
WF
WS

, (10)
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The third metric, planning efficiency EP, is expressed by Equation (11), and it is calculated as the
ratio of number of tasks TR successfully scheduled to the total number of tasks submitted TS. EP is
determined for the whole system.

EP =
TR
TS

, (11)

The fourth metric EC intends to measure the performance of the scheduling algorithm in terms of both
monetary costs and average task runtime. EC is expressed by Equation (12). For a particular experiment
i, EC is determined in two steps: (1) it first calculates C(xi), which is the ratio of the task efficiency
ET(xi) to the product of average task runtime AVG_TR(xi) and total monetary cost MCost(xi) with
rented time slots found necessary to execute the tasks belonging to each workflow; (2) and then,
this result is normalized with reference to the maximum result obtained, max{C(xj) : j = 1, . . . , n},
considering all the n experiments, in order to express the result in the range [0, 1]. EC increases as:
(1) the number of successfully finished tasks increases; (2) the average task execution time decreases;
and (3) the monetary costs in executing tasks decreases.

EC =
C(xi)

max{C(xj) : j = 1, . . . , n} ,

where C(xi) =
ET(xi)

AVG_TR(xi)×MCost(xi)

(12)

The rationale behind EC is to measure how well the scheduling algorithm performs in providing a
time and cost-effective service to end user. Both costs and runtimes are considered since none of
the tested scheduling algorithms deploys the means to choose which parameter dominates the other
(i.e., if runtime is more important than cost, or vice versa). Apart from the ratio of successfully finished
tasks ET(xi), the quality of the service provided also depends on the AVG_TR(xi)×MCost(xi),
which expresses the concept of service cost perceived by end users. By means of an example, the service
cost tends to increase as the average task runtime and/or monetary costs related to instances renting
are augmented.

All the metrics fall into the [0, 1] interval, and the performance of the scheduling algorithm
increases as the metrics approach the unity.

4.6. Simulation Setup

We simulated the cloud computing infrastructure described in Figure 1 by using the discrete-event
cloud simulator introduced and validated in [2]. Discrete-event simulation allows us to ensure
the repeatability and reproducibility of large-scale experiments, for a wide range of application
configurations in a reasonable amount of time. The simulator consisted of two main entities: the cloud
manager and the scheduler. The cloud manager started and terminated clusters of VM instances
to serve users’ requests, and also launched and managed containers on top of VMs according to
scheduler instructions. It was also its duty to manage the execution of individual tasks on top of
containers. The scheduler was responsible for scheduling tasks and selecting the type and purchasing
model of VM instances. The simulator reas workflow description files in DAX format from the
Pegasus project [48]. Budget and deadline limits for each workflow application were defined based on
Equations (13) and (14), respectively. Sets of experiments were carried out by varying B ∈ {0.25, 0.50}
and D ∈ {1.0, 1.5}. The rationale was to analyze the impact of different budget and deadline QoS
parameters on the performance of the scheduling algorithms.

Budget = mincost + B× (maxcost −mincost) (13)

where maxcost and mincost represent the absolute highest and lowest possible costs for executing the
workflow application, respectively. These two parameters are calculated by summing the maximum
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and the minimum execution costs for each task, respectively. Communication cost imposes overhead
on deadline only, since data transfer within cloud provider usually does not incur costs.

Deadline = mintime + D× (maxtime −mintime) (14)

where maxtime and mintime correspond to the highest and lowest execution time, respectively. They were
determined based on the highest and lowest possible makespans for the universe of instance types
under study, which were the processing time for the critical path and the average communication time
between tasks and their critical parents. VM instances forming the virtual cluster were terminated
when all user’s workflows were finished.

5. Results and Analysis

This section presents the results and analysis of the performance of the proposed solution. A set
of 5370 workflow tasks were submitted, contained in 190 workflows, and distributed by 25 users.
In the figures, B and D are the parameters introduced by Equations (13) and (14), respectively, to create
several budget and deadline constraints. In turn, *-OBS, *-OB, and *-O mean that algorithms used that
instance pricing models to schedule tasks (i.e., O—on-demand, B—spot block, S—SIs). For example,
MW-DBS-OB means that the MW-DBS algorithm considered cumulatively on-demand and spot block
instances to schedule the tasks. Unlike MISER and ECPTR, MW-DBS is agnostic regarding reliability
of SIs. ECPTR-O and ECPTR-OB report the same results on every figure because the algorithm is
confined to allocate tasks in on-demand and SIs instances only.

Figure 2a presents the task efficiency ET . For the case of renting only on-demand instances
(i.e., *-O), our algorithm was able to successfully finish 100% of the tasks, independently of the
deadline and budget values. ECPTR was able to perform similarly to MISER, for every deadline
and budget constraints. On the other hand, MW-DBS completed between 99.2% and 99.6% of tasks,
for all considered combinations of deadline and budget constraints. However, the difference in
performance among MISER, ECPTR, and MW-DBS was noticeable as both spot block and SIs started
being considered for scheduling. In the case of virtual clusters on top of on-demand and spot block
instances (i.e., *-OB), MISER finished more than 99.9% of tasks for a combination of high budget
and low deadline (i.e., B = 0.50 and D = 1.0), reaching 100% of completed tasks for all the other
combinations of budget and deadline constraints. As stated before, ECPTR-O and ECPTR-OB reported
equal performance, since ECPTR was not designed by its authors to consider the management of
spot block instances. On the other hand, MW-DBS-OB dropped its performance to values between
78.5% (D = 1.0 and B = 0.25) and 83.0% (D = 1.5 and B = 0.50) for the rate of tasks completed
successfully. In this case, the performance of the algorithm marginally improved as the budget
augmented, an improvement that was most noticeable as the deadline increased. Despite being
more immune to deadline and budget changes, similar performance was achieved by MW-DBS when
SIs were considered for scheduling. In this case, the performance varied between ∼82% (D = 1.0,
B = 0.50) and ∼83.5% (D = 1.5, B = 0.25). In this case, MISER-OB outperformed MW-DBS-OB by
around 20%. ECPTR-OBS combination evidenced inferior performance with respect to ECPTR-O*.
In detail, when ECPTR considered the scheduling of tasks onto SIs, its performance decreased to
around 81% for low deadlines. For high deadlines, the rate of completed tasks dropped to around 90%.
Therefore, ECPTR-OBS performed better for higher deadlines, whilst the change in budget parameter
had residual/no impact on the algorithm’s performance. Comparing ECPTR-OBS and MW-DBS-OBS
performances, the first clearly performs better than the former for high deadlines (i.e., D = 1.5),
and similarly for low deadlines (i.e., D = 1.0). In opposition, MISER finished all tasks, irrespective of
budget and deadline, outperforming MW-DBS-OBS and ECPTR-OBS by as much as almost 20%.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 2. The performance of the scheduling algorithm and container-based migration strategy in
terms of: (a) Task efficiency ET . (b) Workflow efficiency EW . (c) Planning efficiency EP. (d) EC, the ratio
of the completion rate of tasks (or task efficiency) to the product of average task runtime and monetary
costs (higher is better).

Figure 2b shows the workflow efficiency EW . The performance of MW-DBS degrades as spot
block and SIs start to take part in the scheduling process. The same applies for ECPTR with respect
to SIs instances. By scheduling only in on-demand instances, ECPTR achieved 100% for completion
rate of workflows. However, if ECPTR schedules tasks on SI resources, its performance drops and
changes between ∼62% and ∼70%, as the deadline evolves from D = 1.0 to D = 1.5. Just like the case
of task completion rate, the variation in budget parameter has residual/no impact on the algorithm
performance. MW-DBS-O is able to successfully complete more than 97.5% of workflows, decreasing its
performance as spot resources become part of the schedules. In truth, the performance of MW-DBS-OB
slightly improves as the deadline increases, varying between 54.2% (D = 1.0 and B = 0.25) and 63.6%
(D = 1.5 and B = 0.50). As for the *-OBS resources and MW-DBS combination, the strategy completed
between ∼62% and ∼65% of workflows. Similarly to the case of task efficiency, ECPTR performs
better than MW-DBS for high deadlines (i.e., D = 1.5). MISER showed itself to be able to maintain
the completion rate of workflows at 100% for almost all cases, even when tasks were allocated on
spot resources.

The planning efficiency is shown in Figure 2c. Here, the objective was to analyze the success rate of
finding a valid schedule map for each workflow task in the scenario considering deadline and budget
constraints. MISER proved to be stable in finding task-to-instance mappings, successfully scheduling
100% of the tasks for all considered budget and deadline constraints, and for all possible *-OBS, *-OB,
and *-O configurations. What is more, MISER-OBS outperformed MW-DBS-OBS and ECPTR-OBS by
as much as 16.3% and 15.6%, respectively. The ECPTR-O* performances fell from 100% of planning
efficiency to 84.4% for *-OBS (D = 1.0 and B = 0.50). Here, the same pattern was observed: ECPTR
performance (a) improved with increasing deadline; and (b) beat the performance of MW-DBS for
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high deadlines. In turn, adopting a scheduler that does not consider the nature of different instance
purchasing models, as is the case of MW-DBS, leads to a planning success rate that can be as low as
83.7%, 80.8%, or 99.3 for *-OBS, *-OB, and *-O configurations, respectively.

Figure 2d characterizes the performances of the scheduling algorithms in terms of completion
rate of tasks, monetary costs in executing those tasks, and average task execution time. The idea is to
understand how good the algorithm is at balancing all the three factors. Comparing the results obtained
for all the scheduling algorithms, the best results were achieved by the MISER and *-OBS configuration.
In fact, MISER was able to utilize on-demand, spot blocks, and SIs more efficiently in order to strongly
reduce the average execution time, and cumulatively slightly decrease the monetary costs with rented
instances while achieving a completion rate of tasks of 100%. More precisely, the average execution
time of tasks and rate of completed tasks are the two factors that most contribute to the good results
obtained, compared with the factor monetary costs. The second best results were obtained for MISER
and *-OB configuration. Spot block instances are cheaper than on-demand instances, which allows
the scheduler to chose powerful instance types and reduce the average task execution time, while not
increasing the monetary costs with resources. Regarding MW-DBS, it performs better with on-demand
instances (i.e., for *-O configuration) if compared to *-OBS and *-OB configurations, due to two factors:
(a) higher completion rate of tasks; and (b) lower average execution times. Similarly, ECPTR performs
better with *-O and *-OB than with *-OBS configuration because of: (a) the lower average execution
times; and (b) the higher completion rate of tasks.

Figure 3 identifies the number of schedules per instance pricing model, aiming at describing the
instance purchasing models by which workflow tasks were scheduled. It is evident that all algorithms
show a preference for resources of lower monetary cost (excepting the case of ECPTR-OB configuration,
which is unable to manage spot block resources). However, the flip side is that the cheaper instances
are also the less reliable ones. MW-DBS is a scheduling algorithm agnostic to the reliability of SIs,
and both MW-DBS and ECPTR ignore the eventual high delay in acquiring spots which is of paramount
importance to consider when executing deadline constrained tasks. This explains why the performance
of MW-DBS degrades substantially as spots are chosen to allocate tasks. Similar behavior in terms of
performance degradation occurs for ECPTR regarding SIs. In fact, ECPTR was designed to exploit
redundancy in executing tasks to deal with the problem of premature interruption of SIs, but it is
incapable of dealing with the delay in acquiring spots. Moreover, the results obtained for the case of
MW-DBS-OBS configuration are in line with those of [14], in which case tasks were scheduled onto
Amazon EC2 SIs. Diversely, MISER makes a better usage of unreliable SIs and spot block instances,
as was shown for the cases of *-OB and *-OBS. By spending more on renting powerful yet cheaper
and less reliable resources, MISER strongly accelerates the execution of tasks. Tasks executing faster
are less susceptible to interruption of SIs, as time goes by. Additionally, the increasing number of
instances as configuration evolves from *-O, to *-OB, and then to *-OBS, evidences that tasks initially
scheduled to spot resources might need to be rescheduled onto eventually new on-demand instances
because spot requests take too long to be fulfilled. Moreover, spot block instances are restricted to
running for six hours at most, which can make impossible the scheduling of long tasks onto free slots
of already running instances. In turn, the scheduling of tasks onto SIs is limited by their reliability,
aiming at avoiding interruption, which forces allocation of tasks onto new spots over free slots of
long-running ones.

Table 3 shows a detailed characterization of MISER, in the configurations of *-OB and *-OBS,
in terms of unfulfilled SIs and spot block requests, additional number of schedules in relation to
MISER-O configuration, and number of tasks migrated away from SIs reclaimed by EC2. The number
of unfulfilled spot requests was higher for *-OBS configuration than that of *-OB, since the delay in
acquiring spots affected both spot block and SIs. Additionally, migration of tasks was performed for
*-OBS only because MISER had to deal with the interruption of SIs. This justifies the higher number of
additional schedules observed for the MISER-OBS configuration. Considering that 190 workflows,
totaling 5370 tasks, were submitted to the cloud, the additional schedules and the number of migration
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of tasks remained relatively small. Moreover, MISER has shown itself to efficiently use spots in order to
strongly reduce the task execution time without compromising costs, thereby successfully completing
100% of tasks for almost all experiments.

Figure 3. Characterization of the schedules regarding the instance pricing model.

Table 3. Results for MISER in terms of number of occurrences of unfulfilled spot requests, for both
*-OB and *-OBS configurations; migration of tasks, for *-OBS configuration; and additional schedules
compared to *-O configuration, for both *-OB and *-OBS configurations, and for diverse deadline and
budget QoS constraints.

Budget = 0.25 Budget = 0.50

Deadline = 1.0 Deadline = 1.5 Deadline = 1.0 Deadline = 1.5

Unfulfilled Spot Requests (*-OB) 110 126 118 122
Unfulfilled Spot Requests (*-OBS) 175 184 175 174
Migration of Tasks (*-OBS) 36 47 35 30
Additional Schedules (*-OB) 2.05% 2.35% 2.18% 2.27%
Additional Schedules (*-OBS) 3.93% 4.30% 3.89% 3.80%

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a multi-workflow scheduling algorithm, allied with a container
migration-based mechanism, to dynamically construct and readjust virtual clusters on top of
non-reserved Amazon EC2 pricing model instances. Our objective is to address the unreliable behavior
of Amazon EC2 spots and make it possible to use these instances to execute workflow applications
constrained by user-defined deadline and budget QoS parameters. This objective implies an increase
in the rate of completed tasks and in the rate of completed workflows. To achieve said objective,
we developed MISER, a best-effort scheduling algorithm, which: (a) leverages containers to ease
migration of tasks between spots (to deal with premature termination of SIs); and (b) dynamically
re-allocates tasks that were previously scheduled to spots and whose requests were not timely
fulfilled. The tests were conducted by injecting a set of 190 Montage, CyberShake, and Ligo workflow
applications. Various budget and deadline limits for each workflow application were defined in order
to analyze their impacts on the performances of the scheduling algorithms. The proposed solution
completed almost 100% of tasks and more than 99.7% of workflows, which improves the rate of
completed tasks by almost 20%, and the rate of completed workflows by at least 30%, compared
with other state-of-the-art algorithms, for a worse-case scenario. What is more, MISER algorithm
was able to maintain its performance with diverse deadline and budget constraints, and diverse EC2
instance pricing models. Additional interesting findings related to MISER are: (a) the quality of service
provided is improved as spots are included in the scheduling process (i.e., the ratio of successfully
finished tasks is kept at almost 100% while the service cost perceived by end users is improved); (b) the
efficient management of diverse EC2 instances to reduce costs and execution times (i.e., the product
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of average task runtime and the monetary costs related to instances renting decreases as spots are
introduced in the scheduling process); and (c) the small number of migrations observed, to deal with
SIs interruptions (only 0.86% of a maximum of 5483 tasks scheduled onto SIs needed to be migrated).
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